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Summary 
 
Wikimédia France’s governance is being assessed following a request submitted by the association’s 
Executive Board (conseil d’administration), elected at the general meetings of September and December 
2017 and a request from the Wikimedia Foundation, this being a condition for the payment of the subsidy for 
the year 2017-2018.  

 
To ensure the satisfactory completion of this assignment, we took the following steps: 
 
• An analysis of the reference texts (articles of association and internal rules), the Executive Board 

meeting minutes and the various pages related to governance on the Wikimédia websites. 
 

• Interviews with the people selected by the Executive Board, whose profiles (board members and former 
board members, employees and former employees, members, and representatives of the American 
foundation and of the European chapters) gave us an all-encompassing overview of the association’s 
governance. 

 
A total of 22 people were contacted to take part in this assessment. Three refused and two did not reply 
despite us chasing them up. We are disappointed in these refusals or non-replies, as we feel that their 
view of the difficulties which the Association has had to face would have been useful to us. 

 
 
In this document, we chose to retain the outline for the “interview guide” which we drafted and circulated to 
the people concerned.  
 
In each chapter, we begin by presenting our perception of the situation based on information collected via 
the interviews and an analysis of the documents. We then put forward precise and detailed 
recommendations, which in our view could help Wikimédia France to improve its governance and its 
operations, thereby avoiding a new crisis. 
 
It will then be the task of the Executive Board to select those recommendations it considers relevant. 
 
The main recommendations are:  
 
• To redefine the association’s purpose and aims, including its mission and its methods. 

 
• To ensure a better balance of power between the general meeting, the Executive Board and the 

operational management team. 
 

• To define a strategy, in consultation with the various stakeholders. 
 

• To formally define the way governance is to operate. 
 

 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the 17 people who were interviewed for giving us their time, 
and for the frankness and transparency with which they answered our questions. 
 
We would also like to thank Mrs Pedrosa-Masson, Mr Le Goff and particularly Mr Robert for the help they 
gave us. 
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The mission 

 
Founded in October 2004 (or according to other sources, in January 2005), “Wikimédia France-Association 
pour le libre partage de la connaissance” (the Wikimédia France association for the free sharing of 
knowledge) is an association governed by the law of 1 July 1901 and approved by the national education and 
sports ministries. Formalities are currently underway to gain “Reconnue d’Utilité Publique” recognition 
(recognition of public usefulness).  
 
During 2017, the association experienced a serious crisis, which among other things included the 
resignations of several board members, employees and spokespeople for project groups or local groups. 
 
At the initiative of numerous members and in compliance with the articles of association, a special general 
meeting was called last September. This resulted in virtually the whole of the Executive Board being replaced 
and the election of a new chairman. 
 
The association’s two salaried managers also left the association, including the Executive Director. 
 
The situation has today settled down although the cause of this crisis needs to be analysed objectively and 
corrective action implemented in order to establish or re-establish effective long-term governance. 
 
It was for this reason that the Executive Board contacted Associés en Gouvernance to have an assessment 
of its governance performed, enabling you to satisfy the request of the American foundation and also to put 
forward recommendations.  
 
The purpose is to advise the Executive Board, enabling it to change the way governance is organised if 
required, and to make it less dependent on the quality of the relationships between its key players, without 
however in any way underestimating their importance.   
 
In this document, we have sought to examine each subject related to the overall history of Wikimédia France 
as objectively as possible. 
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I. The 2017 crisis  

 
1) An inevitable crisis? 

 
The assessment naturally focused on the profound “crisis” which Wikimédia France underwent but also 
looked at the years preceding this crisis 
 
In the opinion of a significant majority of the people interviewed, the 2017 crisis was foreseeable and was 
the result of “longstanding discontent” of which sufficient account had not been taken. 
 
The views of the various parties concerning the causes and responsibilities depends on their status (board 
member, employee) but they mention: 
  
• 9 different chairmen in succession in just 14 years, 
• A significant fall in the number of members since 2013, 
• The difficulties encountered by the association following the recruitment of the first Executive Director 

(2012) and the relationship problems between the employees and Executive Board which had existed 
since the first employees were hired, 

• A “lack of clarity” concerning the relationships between the Executive Board, the employees, the 
members, the contributors and the other stakeholders, 

• … 
 
Several people felt that this crisis “needed” to happen. Some acknowledge, while avoiding any talk of a “plot”, 
that they worked to ensure that the “boil” gradually forming within the organisation was lanced. 
 
 
2) The crisis. 
 
The crisis has now subsided, but the causes behind it have not been resolved. 
 
Some scars have still not completely healed, and the words used to describe some people’s behaviour were 
occasionally very harsh. 
 
Without in any way overlooking this aspect, we are focusing as a priority on the following points which 
emerged from what people were telling us: 
 
• There was a clash of two different visions of how the association should move forward. An 

“entrepreneurial” approach to the association clashed with what was a more conservative management 
approach. 
 

• The association suffered from a lack of clarity concerning its strategy. 
 
• The balance of power between the Executive Board and the executive management team became 

distorted. The Executive Board, which had long assumed the operational management of the association 
by itself, delegated a great deal of its power and responsibilities to an executive management team 
without sufficiently exercising its supervisory role. 
 

• A large number of matters were handled clumsily, or mistakes were made, mistakes which had serious 
consequences against a backdrop of rising tension (“Things span out of control”) between the various 
stakeholders. 
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• The different bodies, Wikimédia Foundation and the Executive Board, were unable or unwilling to react 

in time and to “put their foot down”. 
 

The FDC reacted too late by punishing rather than supporting an organisation that was already seriously 
weakened. The other reactions were essentially individual ones (resignations). 

 
• There were numerous “unofficial” initiatives to attempt to provide “solutions” to the crisis. This intervention 

method, in which length of service and networking within the Wikimédia world all played their part, led 
some people to talk of an organised “plot”. 

 
• A climate of fear developed: fear of the American legal officers, fear of legal action, fear that the salaried 

staff would take control of the association, fear of conflicts of interest, fear of authority and fear of openly 
speaking out. All the trust and confidence were lost. 
 

The crisis is behind us. It has been a bruising one for both the people concerned and the institution. Luckily, 
the atmosphere appears to have significantly improved. Is it completely over? We believe that it would be 
overly optimistic to claim that this is the case. 
 
 
The association’s difficulties are the result of a profound and longstanding crisis of governance, and it is 
necessary that first and foremost Wikimédia France should clarify its mission based on clear values shared 
by all of its stakeholders. 
 
To quote one of the interviewees, “The association must prove that it deserves to exist”. 
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II. Wikimédia France’s mission  
 
 
1) A variable definition. 
 
Several definitions (which differ slightly from one another) of the association’s mission and activities can be 
found in Wikimédia’s texts and webpages: 
 
• The articles of association, a document possessing legal force, defines them in the following terms:  
 

“The purpose of the association “Wikimédia France – Association pour le libre partage des 
connaissances” is to support the free sharing of knowledge, particularly via Wikimédia projects” 
 
“The association’s means of action are the scanning of royalty-free works, the creation of works using 
free content, public awareness building activities, the organisation of and/or participation in national and 
international campaigns, conferences, seminars and congresses, the publishing and/or circulation of all 
documents and information-containing media contributing to the association’s purpose, the creation of 
partnerships, the ordering of studies or any other actions which may help meet the association’s ends”. 

 
 
• The Wikimédia France website (www.Wikimédia.fr/lassociation/) describes the association’s actions in 

more restrictive terms: 
 

“Wikimédia France is the French association founded on 23 October 2004, which works to support the 
free sharing of knowledge, particularly via Wikimédia projects” 

 
To meet this objective, it has set itself three tasks: 
o Increasing and improving content (in terms of quality and quantity), 
o Organising communities interested in Wikimédia projects, 
o Work focused on the economic, legal and technical environment, to ensure that this is favourable to 

our movement. 
 
• The Wikipedia webpage devoted to the association (fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimédia_France), which 

incidentally discusses the recent crisis in detail, specifies that its purpose is to “support the free circulation 
of knowledge in France and particularly the projects hosted by the Wikimédia Foundation”. 

 
• The Meta-Wikimédia webpage (https://meta.Wikimédia.org/wiki/Wikim%C3%A9dia_France) specifies 

that the association includes “users” without defining them: 
“Wikimédia France is a French non-profit association, which includes the users of Wikimédia projects. 
The association was created on 24 October 2004 in Paris, and its key missions involve supporting the 
Wikimédia projects and their contributors”.  
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2) Points requiring clarification. 
 
The people interviewed, all of whom (with one exception) have been involved in Wikimédia for several years, 
consider that “overall” the association’s mission is clearly defined. 

 
As they see it, the association’s key objectives are to encourage an increase in content and to support 
contributors to the projects.  
 
They also reminded us that the association was initially created to have a legal structure able to represent 
Wikimédia and its projects in dealings with the political, educational and cultural institutions and to facilitate 
partnerships. 
 
Finally, they mentioned a number of points which need to be discussed or clarified in order to define a 
framework which is clearly understood and if possible shared by the association’s members and more widely 
by its stakeholders: 
 
• The values of the Wikimédia movement are insufficiently expressed, 

 
• The lobbying aspect is sometimes questioned, particularly for its political component and the concern 

that it may be “instrumentalised” for personal reasons. 
 

• Should the association limit its activities to France (“to support …… in France”) or should it participate in 
projects in the French language? Does it take sufficient account of the cross-border nature of certain 
projects? 

 
• It should preferably be more clearly stated that the association acts to support the community of 

contributors. The term “organising the community” which could be interpreted as “supervising the 
community” is not sufficiently clear. 

 
• It is necessary to clarify the association’s activities in order to demonstrate their value, which is 

sometimes called into question.  
 
The organisation’s overheads account for more than 96.3% of the costs for the financial year 2016-
2017 (57.7% wage costs and payroll taxes and 38.6% other costs and taxes) while the “subsidies 
granted” represent only 0.5%! 
 
The association’s purpose and the work performed by the salaried staff, which some people are 
questioning, must be justified. 
 

• The association’s relationships the community must also be clarified: is it the standard-bearer for the 
community? Does it have the “right to speak in the name of the community, particularly in lobbying 
activities? Should it carry out training activities directly, when this activity is a major” source of income 
for certain contributors? 
 

• The users of the Wikimédia projects (those connecting to the website) are only rarely mentioned. 
 
The lack of any clear answers to these questions certainly played a role in the recent crisis experienced by 
Wikimédia France. It also explains the differing visions concerning the association’s position, the way it 
operates and the way it should be managed. 
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3) Propositions to be examined. 
 
A number of people interviewed put forward ideas which deserve to be examined by Wikimédia France. 
 
• The association should play a real social role and defend the concept of “culture by all, for all”. 

 
For example, it could meet with sections of the population experiencing difficulties (deprived areas, 
prisons, hospitals, etc.) to help them become contributors. 
 

• As Wikimédia has done in Germany, the association could assume “leadership” with certain projects, 
including “technical” projects (the creation of a mobile application for example). 
 

• In addition to expanding the community and the content, the association should also work on “reinforcing” 
existing content. 
 

• The association should be more active in order to increase the “penetration rate” of Wikimédia projects 
and to raise awareness of their purpose and the way they operate.  

 
4) Recommendations. 

 
• While in no way wishing to detract from the success achieved over its 13-year existence, Wikimédia 

France must set about redefining its mission, including its role, in order to clearly (re)establish its 
legitimacy. 
 
This difficult task should be carried out in two stages, under the authority of the Executive Board. By a 
working group comprised of representatives of the various stakeholders. 
 
o Carry out an in-depth analysis within the Executive Board, accompanied by a wide consultation 

involving all stakeholders, including simple users.  
 

o Based on the choices made, define the association’s strategy and put in place a suitably adapted 
organisational structure which will have responsibility for ensuring its implementation. 

 
Support from external consultants would be helpful. 

 
The chosen options will need to be approved by the general meeting. 

 
We believe that this work is urgent and should be your priority. It will make it possible to unite the 
association around this project and we believe it will help you to get moving again, working from solid 
foundations. 

 
• It is also important to ensure that the mission definitions and operating methods for Wikimédia France 

are fully coherent vis-à-vis the reference texts and the information conveyed via the various 
communication channels. 
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III. Governance within Wikimédia France 
 
 
1) Findings 

 
As a voluntary association, from a legal viewpoint Wikimédia France enjoys a great deal of freedom in the 
way it defines its governance. However, it has started the process for “reconnaissance d’utilité publique” 
(recognition of public usefulness) and therefore modified its articles of association and internal rules in 
October 2016 to ensure that these comply with the “standard articles of association” recommended by the 
Ministry of the Interior. 
 
The recognition of public usefulness will make it possible to receive more donations, bequests and gifts. On 
the other hand, it also poses a number of administrative and legal constraints. 
 
Wikimédia France’s articles of association and internal rules define the roles and operating methods of the 
general meeting, the Executive Board, the bureau (management committee) which is very briefly discussed, 
the chairman and other holders of special authorisations (vice-president, treasurer, secretary). 
 
The working groups are mentioned in the internal rules, under the chapter “The association’s means of 
action”. 
 
On the other hand, neither the commissions, the committees nor the executive management are mentioned. 
 
Although the general meeting played an important role in September 2017, the people interviewed limited 
their views and comments to the Executive Board and the executive management team. 
 
They stated they were satisfied with what the texts state, when they are aware of them, but, probably 
influenced by the recent crisis, they are highly critical when talking about the way the association operates: 
 
• The community members are not taken into account and some people even used the word “scorned”, 
• The chairmen of the Executive Board wielded too much leadership power over the other board members, 
• The Executive Director and the chairman of the board, helped by a complacent Executive Board, had 

assumed all powers for themselves, 
• The association has a “libertarian” culture and a horizontal structure. The members are not interested in 

exercising power and tend to have a negative opinion of those who do exercise it, 
• The elected representatives are often young and have no experience as board members. 

 
2) Recommendations 
 
Later in this document, we will examine each of the bodies playing a role in the governance of Wikimédia 
France. 
 
• We feel that it is necessary to explain to the association’s participants and more widely to its users what 

governance actually is, and its role, particularly concerning the organisation of power and authority, 
decision-making and their supervision. 

 
We recommend: 

 
o Introducing training for board members, committee and commission members as well as for the 

spokespeople of the different groups, 
o The drafting of a webpage dealing with governance, to be published online on the various Wikimédia 

websites. 
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• The articles of association and the internal rules need to be modified to more clearly and more thoroughly 
present the different participants, the responsibilities, and the way their governance works, taking 
account of the recommendations we propose, when these have been adopted. 
 
We are on hand to assist Wikimédia France with this task. 
 

• The articles of association and internal rules must be fully coherent with one another when dealing with 
the same subject. As an example, the articles of association state that the methods for voting by post for 
general meetings are specified in the internal rules, although this is not the case. 
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IV. The general meeting. 

 
 
1) The general meeting. 
 
The general meeting holds “sovereign power”, that of the members. 
 
This power was expressed last September when, at the initiative of a number of them (at least a quarter) the 
Executive Board was forced to call a special general meeting resulting in virtually all of the Executive Board 
being replaced. 
 
However, the persons interviewed made very few comments concerning this body. 
 
The articles of association are quite succinct concerning its role: 
 
- It hears the reports on the Executive Board’s management, and on the financial and moral situation of 

the association. 
 
Note: “It hears” implies to the reader that the general meeting does not vote on these reports. 
 

- It approves the accounts for the financial year gone by, votes the budget for the next financial year, 
discusses questions on the meeting agenda and proceeds, where applicable, with the replacement of 
Executive Board members. 

 
No mention is made of the general meeting’s role from a strategic viewpoint, concerning any improvements 
to the project which may be put forward, or concerning the possibility of proposing resolutions.  
 
 
2) Recommendations. 
 
• Within associations, it is often the case that the general meeting is a formality, which is over and done 

with quickly. 
 
Concerning Wikimédia France, in view of the importance of the members and of their role, it is important 
that the general meeting should provide a genuine opportunity for dialogue. 
 
We therefore recommend that articles concerning the general meeting should be added to the articles of 
association and the internal rules, to enable this body to fully assume its role. 
 

• The general meeting should not content itself with “hearing” the reports presented by the Executive 
Board. It must also vote on them. 

 
• We have noted the following rule in the internal rules (article 8.3): “those having paid their subscription 

more than one month before the general meeting date shall have a vote” while the others have “access 
to the general meeting in an advisory capacity”. 
 
In our view, this clause is contestable. Particularly as the member does not choose the anniversary date 
of his subscription. For greater democracy, unless technical reasons make this impossible, all members 
who are up-to-date with their subscriptions should be able to participate in the general meeting with 
voting rights. 
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V. The Executive Board and the bureau 

 
Created in 2004, the association was initially run by an Executive Board which handled all operational 
management matters and directly supervised the first salaried staff. 
 
The appointment in 2012 of an Executive Director (a former board member and treasurer) and above all his 
replacement in 2013 by a new manager enabled the Executive Board to step back from this management 
role, thanks to the (excessively) substantial delegation of its powers.  
 
 
1) The reference documents 
 
The members of the Executive Board are elected by the general meeting for a two-year term. Half of the board 
is replaced every year. 
 
The number of board members is “set by the general meeting” and must be between a minimum of 6 and 12 
members. 
 
No provision was made for colleges and no rules concerning a board member’s mandates. 
 
The Executive Board members then elect: 
 
• The association’s chairman, 
• The association’s bureau (management committee), the description and composition of which differ 

between the articles of association (“at least one chairman and treasurer”) and the internal rules (“a 
chairman, vice-chairman, secretary and treasurer”).  

 
 
2) Self-assessment by the Executive Board 
 
The interviewees’ comments were quite severe concerning the way the Executive Board operates. We should 
however note certain initiatives taken by the Executive Board: 
 
• An audit by the ESSEC in 2013 concerning the association’s governance and HR management aspects, 
• A mission assigned in 2015 to an outside company concerning the assessment of the organisation of the 

remuneration policy, 
• A self-assessment performed by the Executive Board in March 2017. 
• And, more recently, a “crisis management” mission assigned to the company Confluence, a mission 

which (to the best of our knowledge) resulted in the issuing of no written document. 
 

We have discovered during the assignment that a self-assessment was performed in March 2017 based on 
a questionnaire to which 7 people replied. 

 
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OrTmp_C5jtPccgLUQvtNfj7rA4xW-
Ln2VVik5gAlZWk/edit#gid=0)  
 
(https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jt3FO7VJg-
zEIZcsyFZTc85H3Gkzu520nVb2KufiGfw/edit#slide=id.g213151364d_0_504) 
 
Although a crisis was brewing, paradoxically this assessment was quite positive. The problems facing the 
association were not tackled. 
 

 
3) Existing rules concerning best practices. 
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The self-assessment initiative showed that the association was aware of the importance of governance as 
part of its operations. 
 
In the same way, within the mass of documents and webpages available via the various available sources 
we found documents intended to help the board members to understand their responsibilities, rights and 
obligations: 
 
• The Executive Board guide created in 2014 and inspired by the guide introduced within the Wikimédia 

Foundation. 
(https://meta.Wikimédia.org/wiki/Wikim%C3%A9dia_France/Guide_du_conseil_d%27administration)  
 

• A checklist intended for local associations. 
(https://meta.Wikimédia.org/wiki/Wikimédia_Chapters_Association/Governance/Checklist/fr) 
 

• The contracts binding each local organisation and the American foundation also deal with governance. 
 

Over and above the comments, corrections and proposals for improvements which may be put forward 
concerning these documents, it is important that people are aware of them and comply with them.  
 
 
4) A major role in the crisis 
 
The crisis that Wikimédia France has experienced is also a crisis of governance, and its failure to prevent or 
manage the difficulties encountered. 
 
It is not our place to comment on the serious accusations brought to our attention: harassment, the pursuit 
of personal interests, conflicts of interest, etc. These result from inappropriate individual behaviour but also 
from major shortcomings in the way governance was exercised, particularly by the Executive Board. 
 
The comments made to us lead us to believe that by not getting involved, the Executive Board (as a body) 
had effectively “resigned” from its role concerning the events unfolding.  
 
Decisions were taken by the executive management, often in agreement with the chairman, but with no real 
dialogue with the Executive Board. “Supervisory power” was no longer (or could no longer be) exercised. 
 
The way the duo comprised of the association chairman and Executive Director operated left no place for 
the board members, who were doubtless too retiring and unassuming to speak out. Additionally, the latter 
had been banned from engaging in dialogue with the salaried staff or with the members. 
 
The balance of power was lost. 
 
 
5) The Bureau 
 
The existence of a bureau (management committee) is mentioned in the texts, though without specifying its 
role, its powers, and how often it should meet, etc. 
 
There is no legal obligation to have a bureau. However, if the articles of association provide for one, it should 
have a clearly defined role and a genuine purpose. The interviews we have conducted have shown that this 
role was not clear for everyone. 
 
 
 
Acting under the Executive Board’s authority, a bureau should function as an operational interface between 
the executive management and the Executive Board. The bureau is in no case a “miniature” Executive Board 
and likewise the Executive Board is not there to simply rubber-stamp the bureau’s decisions. 
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6) Recommendations 
 
The Executive Board finds itself at a crossroads between the genetically horizontal nature of the movement 
and the vertical structure required to effectively manage an organisation. Its role is certainly very complicated 
and here we submit a number of suggestions with the aim of improving the way it operates: 
 
a) The Executive Board’s bureau 

 
Thought needs to be given as to whether it is genuinely useful or not to have a bureau and if you decide to 
retain one, on its composition (a bureau can include people who are not board members), its responsibilities 
and its operation. 
 
The bureau should under no circumstances be limited to a small number of people depriving other board 
members of their responsibilities. 

 
b) The composition of the Executive Board: 
 
The Executive Board should avoid closing itself off from the world and giving the impression that it is a small 
group of determined wikimédians who “are seizing control” of the association. 
 
• Open the Executive Board to people from the outside. We suggest that a minimum of two places should 

be reserved for “outside” people whose experience, networks, and approach to the post of board member 
would be useful to the Executive Board and therefore to the association. 
 
The Executive Board should consider the possibility of giving one of these people the role of moderator, 
acting as a mediator when difficulties arise within the association. This “board member/contact person”, 
(who would have no connection with the history of Wikimédia France) could be contacted by the various 
stakeholders, thereby contributing to dialogue. 
 

• In addition to the existing attendance rule, we propose giving thought to certain other rules applicable to 
the board members, such as for example: 
o Age limit 
o Length of service rule: a board member may not have more than a certain number of consecutive 

terms of office. 
o Rules concerning the number of positions: to avoid a board member serving as an officer in too many 

organisations (companies, associations, etc.). 
o Avoiding a board member serving as an officer or having operational responsibilities in other 

organisations.  
 

• Give thought the length of the terms of office: currently, a board member’s term of office is for two 
years. This is a relatively short period, especially for a new board member who will need some time to 
get to grips with his or her responsibilities. We suggest a 3-year term of office. 
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c) Provide awareness building and training sessions for the board members. 

 
Wikimédia France’s board members are often young and only rarely have experience of this type of 
responsibility. 
 
It is necessary to improve the collective and individual skills of the Executive Board. We recommend:  
 
• An induction programme to integrate new board members, presenting the rules, duties and 

responsibilities of a board member in a general manner but also within the association. 
 

• More detailed training for the whole Executive Board, concerning among other things  
o The Executive Board’s roles and missions,  
o The collegiate nature of the board and the solidarity required among Executive Board members, 
o The position of the board member, who should focus exclusively on the association and should 

not represent the special interests of any group or project.  
o The rights and obligations of the board members (this training would have enabled the board 

member to realise that many of the threats made during the crisis posed no risk). 
o The required behaviour: loyalty, fairness, courage, solidarity, a duty to speak and 

confidentiality. 
o The board members’ legal responsibilities, 
o Etc. 

 
• This training could lead to the drafting of a board member’s charter, this document listing the rights and 

duties which everyone should accept and approve at the start of their term of office. 
 

• Officially specify the role of the Executive Board and the board members’ rights and obligations in a set 
of internal rules for the Executive Board. 

 
 

d) The operation of the Executive Board. 
 
• Meeting frequency: The articles of association state that the Executive Board should meet “at least 

once every 6 months”. This minimum appears too low in our opinion and we recommend a minimum of 
5 annual meetings (one every two months, except in July-August) with at least two or three meetings to 
be held face-to-face. 
 

• The Executive Board’s decisions: many discussions took place via discussions through an “Executive 
Board list”. This communication method is naturally useful for preparing board meetings but should be 
limited. The Executive Board’s decisions should be taken after debate during its meetings. 

 
• The official minutes of the Executive Board meetings do not reflect the reality of the debates and the 

votes. We should remind you that case law requires that all board members, even those who are absent 
from the meeting, are jointly legally bound by the decisions taken unless their disapproval is clearly and 
precisely recorded on the meeting minutes. 

 
Pseudonyms should not be used to quote board members. 
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• The “confidential nature” of the debates: the “Executive Board guide” states that “The Executive 

Board takes decisions in sight of all members”. 
 
The desire for transparency is extremely well developed within the Wikimédia world but this statement is 
dangerous in our view. It certainly does not facilitate the board members’ duty to speak, as the members 
risk seeing their respective positions made public to the members (and therefore soon after to the whole 
community). 
 
What is said during the Executive Board meeting is confidential, except those matters which can be 
divulged following authorisation from the chairman. 
 

• We recommend planning on an annual discussion between the all members concerning the way the 
Executive Board operates, and, in view of past history, to also plan on a regular assessment of its 
operation (taking the form of a self-assessment or an external assessment on an alternating basis). 
 
 

e) More effective performance of the Executive Board’s key duties. 
 
Among the functions of an Executive Board, we must stress two functions which we consider vital: 
confirming the strategy and supervising the operational management. 
 
Confirming the strategy 
 
As an anecdote, we tried to find the association’s strategic plan (https://www.Wikimédia.fr/projet-
strat%C3%A9gique) and were met with: Oups ! La page n’a pas pu être trouvée… “ (Oops… This page could 
not be found). 
 
 
We should stress that the task is to confirm (and not to define) the strategy.  
 
A company’s strategy is defined by listening to the stakeholders, analysing proposals and their consequences 
(financial, risks, etc.). This task is generally carried out jointly by the Executive Board, the operational teams 
and the stakeholders. 
 
At the end of the process, the Executive Board make choices and takes decisions, which are ratified by the 
general meeting. 
 
This is therefore a long and very important process. It must naturally respect the mission and the means of 
action and should specify: 
 
• The chosen strategic themes, 
• The corresponding action plans, 
• The performance indicators concerning both the implementation of the plan and the financial aspects, 
• The means by which the Executive Board will supervise and control its implementation. 

 
Strategy seminars are a good way to make progress with this process and, when well-organised, they 
promote dialogue and team cohesion. 
 
They should not be diverted from their objective and (as reported to us) limited to “team building” sessions. 
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Operational management control. 
 
The Executive Board mandate includes among other things monitoring the operational management of the 
decisions taken by the general meeting (budget, etc.), ensuring that these are being correctly implemented 
by the teams, whether these teams are comprised of volunteers or employees. 
 
It appears that the term “control”, which is not used in the “governance guide”, is viewed negatively within 
the association, perhaps because it runs counter to Wikimédia France’s “libertarian” culture. 

 
The following need to be described and formally enshrined in writing: 
 
• The method for setting the association’s annual objectives, 
• The road map set for the Executive Director and the teams. 
• Regular reporting by the management to the Executive Board: the content, frequency, media used, etc. 

 
 

f) Specify the powers covered by special authorisations. 
 
As an entity, the Executive Board should be collegiate and united.  
 
If certain board members are given authorisations for additional responsibilities, these must be clearly defined 
in the articles of association or in the internal rules. 
 
The chairman. 
 
“Good chairmen make for good Executive Boards”.  
 
We won’t go into detail concerning the long list of characteristics required to be a good chairman of an 
Executive Board (legitimacy, experience, charisma, leadership, diplomacy and responsibility, etc.) but will 
instead focus on the responsibilities. 
 
These are mentioned in article 9 of the articles of association and article 7.1 of the internal rules, but we 
recommend that they should be described in detail. Nothing is said for example concerning the chairman’s 
important roles vis-a-vis the members and employees, with regard to communication and representation. 
 
However, our attention was drawn to 2 sentences in article 7 .1 of the internal rules: 
 
• “The Chairman is authorised to grant any signature delegations, or those his powers allow under the 

articles of association (note: very succinct), and any delegations of powers to any third party for one or 
several stated purposes”. 
 
Does Wikimédia France really want to authorise the chairman to freely delegate powers to “any third 
party” based on his own criteria alone, with no control or validation by the Executive Board? 
 

• “Among other things, the chairman may grant an authorisation to the Executive Director concerning the 
association’s accounts, under the control of the treasurer”. 
 
We believe there must be some error in the drafting of this article. It is not normal that the Executive 
Director should have such an extensive brief concerning the association’s accounts.  
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The Vice-Chairman 
 
The Vice-Chairman is mentioned but no particular mission seems to be assigned to him other than to replace 
the chairman if the latter is unable to fulfil his duties. 
 
The phrase “The Vice-Chairman will assume the duties which may be assigned to him, reporting to the 
Executive Board” provides no additional information, all the more so as the duties may be assigned to other 
board members. 
 
The Treasurer. 
 
Article 7.3 of the internal rules specifies a number of his responsibilities but does not discuss his possible 
relationships with financial establishments, cash flow management, supervision of the financial report, 
dealings with accountants and chartered accountants, the possibility to sign bank accounts, etc. 
 
The statement “He may grant any signature delegations necessary to the day-to-day operation of the 
association” is not sufficiently precise and potentially allows too much freedom. The signatures he is allowed 
to delegate must be specified in advance. 
 
The Secretary 
 
 
It is rare for an association the size of Wikimédia France to have a “secretary to the board”. 
 
His role is fairly correctly described, even if the phrase “generally speaking he performs all formalities 
incumbent upon the association” is unsatisfactory. Some formalities, including in particular those of a legal 
nature, can be binding and generate liability, and cannot be handled by the secretary alone. 
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VI. The executive management. 

 
The subject of the executive management is a “delicate” subject within Wikimédia France. 
 
We have not taken account of personal comments and instead have tried to analyse what didn’t work properly 
in terms of governance in order to avoid or deal with any difficulties encountered. 
 
Many of the people interviewed said that the Executive Board had delegated too many of its responsibilities 
(we were unaware of the delegations introduced) to the Executive Director and that she had exercised all (or 
almost all) power. 
 
They also criticised the excessive communication rules which hindered dialogue between board members, 
employees and members. 
 
She and the chairman together formed a strong duo but one which was very isolated (an “ivory tower”) from 
the rest of the association.  
 
The comments we received revealed inadequate behaviour but also and above all an imbalance in powers, 
which was only made worse by the Executive Board’s relative “resignation” from its duties. 
 
 
1) The Executive Director (or general manager). 
 
The general manager naturally possesses powers to which he devotes his time, in return for payment.  
 
Without necessarily needing to be a professional from the organisation’s specific area of activity, he must be 
able to manage it and supervise its financial, legal, human and technical aspects. He is an organiser and 
team coordinator. 
 
He derives his power from the Executive Board, to whom he regularly reports, and is invited to board 
meetings, as well as participating in meetings of the bureau (of which he may also be member) in addition to 
maintaining ongoing dialogue with the chairman. 
 
The powers of the Executive Board and of the executive management are not of the same kind although they 
work on common subjects:  
 
- Communication and representing the association, 
- Financial management, 
- Managing relations with volunteers and users, 
- Human resources, 
- … 
 
In these fields, the breakdown of powers must be clearly and formally defined in the reference texts and 
particularly concerning the powers delegated to the Executive Director. 
 
 
2) The Executive Director’s profile 
 
During our assignment, we learned that the Executive Board had decided not to immediately set about 
recruiting a new manager and preferred instead to test out an organisation based around the current team, 
assigning more responsibility to 2 employees. 
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This solution is possible, and the association’s reduced size allows for it. It’s a delicate matter as it necessarily 
entails real involvement on the part of the Executive Board (or a board member appointed for this purpose) 
in the operational management of the organisation. 
 
There were great differences of opinion among the interviewees concerning the need to recruit a new 
Executive Director. 
 
• Some would rather see a “coordinator” without a hierarchical role. They see this as being a manager who 

would be able to hold discussions with the Executive Board and who would be the latter’s voice while at 
the same time maintaining the collegiate structure of the team. 

 
This would be the scenario guaranteeing peace and consolidation within the association but not 
necessarily furthering its development. 
 

• A small majority of interviewees preferred to see the recruitment of a new manager but did not share the 
same view of his or her profile.  
 
Some felt that the association needed a new, legitimate, enterprising manager able to manage its key 
priorities. Here, the scenario is focused more on ensuring the development of the association. 
 
Others saw the role as being limited to head of the salaried staff, from an administrative viewpoint”. 
 

The choice is all the more difficult as the recent traumatic events are still quite fresh. It depends above all 
on the strategic choices made. 
 
 
3) Recommendations 

 
• We believe that it is desirable to recruit a new Executive Director. It is important that the Executive Board 

recovers its true place, not involved in the operational management but responsible for supervising this 
and focusing on strategic planning and dialogue with the members and contributors. 

 
In addition to the managerial and technical skills usually required of a management professional, we 
suggest a number of other characteristics: 
o Experience working in associations, in a medium-sized organisation, 
o The person should not come from the world of Wikimédia, in order to ensure that he/she is fully 

detached from the recent crisis. 
o He/she should speak fluent English in order to be able to hold discussions with the American 

foundation and the other chapters. 
o His/her past experience must be checked through references. 
o He/she should be recruited by an external recruitment company in order to have a neutral and 

objective external opinion. 
 

• The rules for the recruitment and dismissal of the Executive Director must be precisely stated in the 
articles of association and/or the internal rules.  

 
The Executive Director is not an employee like the others and, subject to compliance with precise rules, 
may be dismissed by the authority (the board or the chairman) which recruited him/her. 

 
The “employer role” must remain the responsibility of the board or its chairman. 
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• The following must be formally defined in writing: 

 
o The delegations of authority granted to the Executive Director, 
o His “roadmap”, describing the role of the Executive Director, 
o The methods for setting his annual objectives and remuneration, particularly if this includes a variable 

component. 
o The Executive Director’s reporting requirements to the Executive Board (frequency, means, etc.), 
o The organisation of the all-important dialogue between the chairman and the Executive Director: 

including the frequency and format of their meetings. 
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VII. The other bodies involved with governance. 

 
 
1) Working groups. 

 
The working groups are groups of members who have the task of implementing and monitoring certain 
specified tasks. 
 
Each working group is led by a spokesperson, who is a member of the association.  
 
Any member of the association may be assigned by the Executive Board to organise and manage a working 
group or focus group on a subject or theme related to the association’s activities. 

 
 

2) Committees and commissions. 
 

Wikimédia France’s articles of association and internal rules do not provide for any particular committees or 
commissions. 
 
The size of the association does not justify the creation of too many committees, which would complicate the 
association’s governance. 
 
In practice, there are: 
 

a) The micro-funding commission. 
Comprised of seven members, including at least one Executive Board member, it allocates funds to 
contributors to Wikimédia projects to help them with their contributions. The amounts distributed are low in 
relation to the association’s overall budget. 
 
By delegation, it has a budget set by the Executive Board. The way it operates is described on the following 
page https://meta.Wikimédia.org/wiki/Wikim%C3%A9dia_France/Fonctionnement_micro-financement 
 
This commission must play a positive role as part of the dialogue with the members and the 
community. Although it reports to the Executive Board, in our opinion it should possess genuine autonomy. 
 
Its composition will be important. We can imagine members, contributors and employees participating. Its 
objectiveness could be underpinned by the nomination of a chairman, who would be an association member, 
who is not a contributor to Wikimédia projects. 
 
Two phrases on the page describing its operation need to be reviewed. 
 
o “The commission may be dissolved at any time by the Executive Board”.   
 

The wording of the sentence is clumsy and may be interpreted as a threat. The Executive Board has a 
financial weapon at its disposal (reducing its budget) and although it may express a view concerning its 
composition, it would have nothing to gain from dissolving a body which forms a link with the projects “at 
any time”. 
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o “The Commission may declare itself unable to consider a financing application, which it will then forward 

to the management of Wikimédia France”.  
 
This way of operating only encourages a very real fear on the part of contributors, who may see the 
management (i.e. the employees) as having control of projects. 
 
We believe that “arbitration” by the Executive Board, the bureau or another organisation (the scientific 
committee) would be more appropriate. 
 
 

b) The scientific committee.  
 
Created in 2015, it has apparently never really operated. We haven’t found any information concerning its 
operation, but its role is “to give its opinion on the actions carried out by the association, based on documents 
produced by the association, and in collaboration with the Executive Board and the employees, to provide 
outside input to improve planning and discussions, and to avoid compartmentalised thinking, which can be 
restrictive. The experts comprising it will also have the task of identifying and proposing opportunities for the 
association”. 
 
The role of this scientific committee therefore included a strategic component.  
 
Its failure should certainly not dampen the spirit of openness which motivated its creation. It’s a good thing 
that the Executive Board is making the effort to consider “its relevance, it’s renewal, its purpose, and its role 
in questioning the strengths and weaknesses of the Wikipedian movement”. 
 
The quality and richness of the debate is aided by the number and variety of the people taking part. For this 
reason, the committee could, without limiting itself to only outside participants, also welcome representatives 
of the movement’s other stakeholders.  
 
If it discusses activities performed by the association and submits proposals for actions to the foundation, it 
could also be given the title of “strategic committee”. 
 
 
c) The conflict of interest resolution committee. 
 
The question of “conflicts of interest” is a sensitive subject within Wikimédia France. Several people 
mentioned this during interviews, clearly referring to the use of Wikimédia for personal purposes. 
 
To respond to this risk and to the adverse reactions it generates, the general meeting of September 2017 
voted almost unanimously to create a “Conflict of interest resolution committee”, at least half of which would 
be comprised of volunteer members of the association in addition to representatives from the management. 
 
This committee is in the process of being established even if, during its first meeting, the people present were 
unable to agree on the composition of the committee “even if it would be preferable for it to be comprised 
only of Wikimédia France members who are not members of the Executive Board”. The minutes from this 
first meeting remind everyone quite rightly that the resolution voted by the general meeting must be 
scrupulously respected. 
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The people interviewed seemed to confuse conflicts of interest (when private interests affect the interests of 
the organisation) and conflicts of an ethical kind (inappropriate behaviour or decisions). Although there are 
certainly common points between these two notions, it would be a good idea to carefully point out the exact 
role of this committee. 
 

 
3) Recommendations 

 
 

a) Local groups and project groups 
 
We covered this subject very little during the interviews. Nevertheless, we recommend the organisation of an 
annual meeting including the Executive Board, the spokespeople for the groups and the employees 
concerned. 
 
 
b) The micro-funding commission. 
 
We recommend: 
 
• Officially enshrining its existence in the articles of association or the internal rules. 
• Reviewing its composition, ensuring that it involves all stakeholders, 
• Redefining its operating methods to guarantee autonomy vis-a-vis the executive management and the 

Executive Board, which will nevertheless be responsible for its supervision. 
  
 
c) The scientific committee. 

 
Thought is currently being given to the composition and role of this committee. On condition that the strategic 
component is retained, we suggest that its composition should not be limited to “outside people”. 
 
 
d) The conflict of interest resolution committee. 
 
• Continue the work underway, drawing inspiration from the guide proposed by the American foundation 

(https://meta.Wikimédia.org/wiki/Conflict_of_interest_guide_for_Wikimédia_movement_organizations) 
but also recommendations from the IFA (Institut Français des Administrateurs) for managing conflicts of 
interest. 

• Ensure that with regard to its composition it is independent from the Executive Board. It could then 
constitute a “committee of experts”. 

• Draft an ethical charter listing the movement’s values and the resultant expected behaviour. 
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VIII. The stakeholders. 

 
Wikimédia France interacts with numerous stakeholders and must establish clear and healthy relationships 
with them.  
 
This is quite an ambitious objective as unfortunately each party’s interests may be very different. 
 
 
1) The Wikimedia Foundation and the chapters. 

 
 

a) The Wikimedia Foundation. 
 

Following the advice of its legal experts, the Wikimedia Foundation has deliberately chosen not to get 
involved in the operation of the various “chapters”. It refuses to operate as a “parent company” for these 
various organisations, and officially limits its role to that of hosting the websites and operating as the owner 
of the brands and trademarks, authorising their use by means of contracts. 
 
It does not give the chapters instructions, but, via the established contracts and the “guides” published on 
“meta-Wikimédia” (conflicts of interest, governance, etc.) it puts forward a number of recommendations to 
them, of which, not everyone is always aware, as demonstrated by these interviews. 
 
Despite its chosen position, the Wikimédia Foundation has real power over the different entities:  
 
• Ownership of the brands and trademarks: The American foundation owns the brands. By means of 

contracts, the chapters are authorised to use them. This constitutes significant power, as the withdrawal 
of this authorisation would be the end of the organisation concerned. 

 
• Financial power: The American foundation collects and centralises the funds raised (calls for donations 

on the Wikipedia webpages) which has consequences for the autonomy of the different chapters. 
 

It does however authorise the different chapters to seek their own funds at the risk generating ambiguity, 
as these calls for funds are made using the same files. Some chapters (Wikimedia Deutschland) have 
become financially autonomous. 

 
Each year, the chapters receive a subsidy granted by the Foundation’s board following recommendations 
from a body presented as being independent, the Funds Dissemination Committee (FDC). 
 
Although the American foundation claims otherwise, the independence of the FDC was clearly doubted 
by some of the interviewees (“don’t make me laugh”) particularly because the FDC’s recommendations 
are partially based on analyses performed by the American foundation. 
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• Unfortunately, exercising these powers can only be achieved by means of sanctions. 

 
Financial sanctions (the FDC reduced the last subsidy requested by Wikimédia France by 50%) or the 
more radical solution of withdrawing approval (leading to the disappearance of the organisation). 
 
By its very nature, this relationship based on a balance of power is not likely to encourage trouble-free 
relationships between the chapters and the American foundation. 

 
• The person interviewed also pointed to the power of influence wielded by the foundation which, without 

informing the Executive Board or the executive management, has had direct contact with contributors, 
employees and board members, etc. 

 
The episode concerning the “pseudo-inquiry” carried out during the events of 2017 had a very negative 
impact. 

 
The relationship between Wikimédia France and the American foundation is, in the opinion of those 
interviewed, abnormally strained or even poor. It is seen as insufficiently transparent, leaving too much 
opportunity for unofficial manoeuvring. 
 
 
b) The other chapters. 
 
Our interviews have shown that dialogue between Wikimédia France and the other chapters is limited or 
even inexistent. 
 
Several chapters, in addition to the American foundation, have been faced with conflicts of governance. 
However, Wikimédia France has not sought to benefit from their experience and has not enquired into the 
useful measures introduced in places such as Great Britain or Germany for example. 
 
 
2) The community – the contributors 
 
As the interviews have shown, the position of the contributors is particularly complex: 
 
• Many recognise no authority in the association but are kept informed of what is happening and 

unreservedly express their opinions and criticism regarding its operation and actions. 
 

• The community is multifaceted. Although some contributors participate in local groups or local and 
sometimes transnational projects, most remain distant from the association. 

 
• The contributors have a fairly vague view of the association’s role, as shown by the very different and 

often contradictory opinions. They are unaware of or underestimate the work performed by the 
association and sometimes doubt its relevance (lobbying). 

 
• There is a long-standing “natural” (some would say structural) distrust vis-à-vis the association which 

has only got worse with recent events (the “banner” affair, the executive management’s position vis-a-
vis the community, the dismissal of a recognised employee-contributor, etc.). 
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In their view, the main role of the association is to meet their needs, without imposing restrictions. The 
association, and particularly the salaried staff, should have no “power” over the projects. They have 
difficulty accepting the imbalance between the high structural costs and the low level of subsidies 
granted, and sometimes consider that, as they are paid, the employees “profit” from their participation as 
volunteers in the projects. 
 
Some contributors complain of competition from the association where training is concerned. 
 

• Some demand autonomy and consider themselves able to manage themselves by means of unwritten 
rules. They contest the need for a formal legal structure. 
 
Others believe that the Executive Board and even the Executive Directors should be drawn directly from 
the community. 

 
This long list of criticisms should not lead us to forget the work accomplished by the association over its 13-
year existence: the aid provided to groups, representation vis-a-vis the institutions, the partnerships 
established, the size of the French community, etc. 
 
It highlights the complexity of the relationships between the horizontal nature of a heterogeneous community 
representing the “free world” (“an anti-globalist culture”) and the vertical nature of an association which must 
necessarily be organised in order to better support them.  
 
The power of the community should not be underestimated, particularly as many members, employees, 
volunteers and administrators originate from it. Also, the question of the legitimacy of the salaried staff, of 
the management and of the board members is a priority issue when it comes to re-establishing dialogue and 
trust. 
 
 
3) The association’s members  
 
The number of members, which peaked in 2013 (470 members), has fallen significantly and stood at only 
274 in the summer of 2017, which is very low when we consider that there are 17,500 contributors. 
 
We don’t know the breakdown between member-contributors and member-sympathisers. We can assume 
that a majority of the association’s members are also contributors to the various Wikimedia projects (the 
annual report only mentions the latter, while never discussing simple sympathisers). 
  
When asked “why be a member?” the interviewees’ answers ranged from “because it’s useful to me” to “to 
go further and help others become part of the Wikimédia world” or “there are almost certainly lots of good 
reasons but I wouldn’t be able to list them”. 
 
Despite what is stated on the “membership” page of Wikimédia France 
(https://dons.Wikimédia.fr/adhesion/~mon-don/?cid=3) which leads the reader to believe that membership 
is almost automatic, the members must be approved by the Executive Board. 
 
Here, we would like to draw the Executive Board’s attention to the following risk: the website leads 
the reader to believe that all it takes to become a member is to complete the online form and pay your 
subscription (it isn’t necessary to accept the articles of association and the internal rules). 
Consequently, a refusal to grant membership could be contested and possibly considered as an 
unfounded decision. 

 
Neither the articles of association nor the internal rules specify the qualities required or the criteria which may 
disqualify someone from membership. However, over recent months it appears that membership has become 
a real factor in the power play underway: de-registrations, refusals of membership applications or 
membership renewals, re-admissions, etc. 
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Even if they were members previously, the employees cannot be members during their contract or during 
the first year following their departure. 
 
Some members have felt abandoned or even scorned by the management (Executive Board and executive 
management). Despite an improvement during recent years, trust and confidence have been eroded and 
relations have deteriorated and often turned sour on a personal level (threats, unpleasant comments, people 
being taken to task, etc.).  
 
Some members have opposed the Executive Board and the executive management openly but also more 
“discreetly”, by seeking to bring the crisis to a head. 

 
A new Executive Board, comprised of certain opponents of the previous management team, has been 
elected. Among other things, it needs to restore harmony and trust. 
 
During our interviews we suggested reserving a few seats on the Executive Board for non-member 
contributors. This proposal didn’t seem to be accepted by the majority of people interviewed, who consider 
that the “door” is always wide open, as firstly they all have the possibility to become members of the 
association and secondly they can take part in the work of the groups (local or projects). 
 
 
4) The salaried staff 
 
The first employee joined Wikimédia France in 2011. A team was gradually built up, eventually reaching 10 
people including 2 managers in 2017.  
 
Most of the people interviewed pointed out that as a team, despite the difficulties and the high level of turnover 
in recent months, the staff continued to assume their responsibilities, thereby enabling the association to 
continue operating despite the major problems. 
 
• According to an unwritten rule confirmed by several people interviewed, staff cannot be members of the 

association (“Impossible! It would be a conflict of interest”; “equality between employees and members 
is impossible”), though others didn’t agree.  

 
We believe that this “barrier” is likely to widen the gap existing between employees and volunteers in a 
large majority of the association. 

 
• The role of the salaried team is to implement the strategy defined by the Executive Board following 

dialogue with the stakeholders and approved by the General meeting. Their activities and 
professionalism often result in them being more knowledgeable about the association’s activities and 
projects, which can result in differences with the volunteers and even frustration. 
 
 

5) Other stakeholders 
 
• The relationships between the association and the users of the Wikimédia projects were rarely discussed 

although they play a major role since they determine the success (or otherwise) of Wikimédia projects. 
 
Some people mentioned that increasing the amount of content also meant finding new contributors 
among these users. Similarly, they suggested that “surveys” should be carried out to measure their level 
of satisfaction, and to hear their suggestions and wishes where development is concerned. 

 
• During this assignment, we have not covered relations between Wikimédia France and the ministries 

which have approved it, the institutions and the other partners.  
 
 
6) Recommendations 
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a) The Wikimedia Foundation and the chapters: 
 
• Although this does not directly form part of our assessment, we believe that relations between the 

Wikimédia Foundation and Wikimédia France should be organised in a more transparent and positive 
way to avoid the “balance of power” issues mentioned by numerous people during the interviews. 

 
Without calling its positioning policy into doubt, the foundation should carry out a joint analysis of several 
important subjects (governance, ethics, conflicts of interest, etc.). 

 
• The Wikimedia Foundation should be more involved and cooperative when it is informed of the difficulties 

a chapter is facing.  
 

• Discussions between chapters, particularly concerning governance, should be organised. We 
recommend: 
o Identifying chapters with similarities to Wikimédia France, 
o Organising an annual meeting of the chairmen. They may be accompanied by one or two board 

members, 
o Arranging informal discussions between the chairmen of the chapters, particularly to share their 

experiences. 
 
 

b) The community – the contributors: 
 

• A large amount of work on redefining the association’s missions and the means it uses to fulfil them must 
necessarily be carried out, in liaison with the community of contributors, in order to come up with a clear 
definition, even if this cannot be unanimously accepted by all. 

 
• Rebuilding trust and confidence is a priority. To achieve this, we recommend the following: 

o Clearly defining and formally recording the mission and activities, 
o Demonstrating the usefulness of the association: explaining its strategy, presenting the objectives, 

and displaying results. The association should introduce simple performance indicators and strategic 
indicators showing progress with the strategic plan, 

o Publicise financial results, in order among other things to limit “wild rumours” concerning the use of 
these funds, 

o Justify and showcase the work performed by employees, 
o Showcase the contributions made by the community in both quantitative and qualitative terms, 
o Work on expanding and renewing the contributor base, 
o Make the necessary investments. 

 
• Carry out communication activities aimed at contributors, to convince them to get involved in the 

organisation and to become members of the association. 
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c) The members: 

 
• Rewrite the page on the association’s website which deals with membership. 

 
• The recruitment of new members should be a priority for the new Executive Board in order that the 

composition of the general meeting reflects the wide diversity of the Wikimedia world and not just 
a “microcosm” likely to be a source of internal conflicts. 

 
• We recommend promoting the democratic rules found in any association. Via the general meeting, the 

members hold “sovereign power” (in comparison with the “executive power” of the management and 
the “supervisory power” of the Executive Board). 

 
They must be able to participate in prior consultation for certain important decisions and particularly the 
strategy. These decisions must be approved by the general meeting.  
 

• We recommended that communications aimed at members should be reviewed.  
 
Although transparency is part of the very lifeblood of the association, we believe that it is not a good idea 
to notify members (and shortly thereafter the whole community) of all the details of the debates taking 
place on the Executive Board.  
 
Some debates and obviously personal conflicts must remain confidential and stay within the board. 
Releasing details of their content is tantamount to inciting members to get involved, giving these 
questions a personal and emotional dimension.  

 
 
d) The salaried staff  

 
• A classic definition of a member is: “A physical person interested in the association’s purpose and 

accepting its articles of association and internal rules”. We believe that the employees naturally meet this 
criterion.  
Consequently, we recommend scrapping the rule banning employees from being members. 
 
In the event that the Executive Board maintains the current position, as some interviewees wish, we 
recommend: 
 
o Making a distinction between “registered members” (passive members) who may be part of the 

workforce and “active members” who will include volunteers actually participating in the association’s 
activities, 

o Recording this in the articles of association. 
 

• In order to limit the fear of “seeing the employees taking control of the association” which is fairly 
perceptible, we recommend the introduction of clear job descriptions, precise annual objectives and 
annual appraisals carried out by the executive management, who will report back on these to the 
Executive Board.  
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IX. Communication. 

 
Wikimédia France uses a multitude of channels for its internal communication (lists, “meta”, google drive, 
etc.) among which it’s not always easy to find your way around. 
 
These channels differ from one another in terms of the audiences they are targeting: the Executive Board, 
the Executive Board + management, members, everyone, etc. 
 
This multifaceted nature means that the information is not the same from one channel to another. As an 
example, obtaining all information about an Executive Board meeting means carrying out research on the 
webpages reserved for board meetings, on the “members” pages, not forgetting to also check what’s being 
said on the “Executive Board + management” list 
 
The natural “porosity” existing between the different categories of people involved in Wikimédia must also be 
considered. The groups of contributors, members, board members and employees are “interconnected”: 
members and board members (and particularly a chairman and treasurer) have become employees, while 
employees are contributors or were members, etc. 
 
On the same point, and particularly concerning important subjects, different debates, based on a different 
level of information, can be found on the different communication channels. To this should be added the 
social networks (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) over which no possibility exists to control the truthfulness of the 
information provided and the tone used. 
 
During the crisis, the Executive Board and executive management sought to moderate then close a mailing 
list. “The solution was worse than the problem” as the debate moved to the social networks. 
 
Overall, the interviewees are aware of this situation and of the role that this communication may have played 
in the crisis recently experienced. They also quite fatalistic, explaining that in the world of the “free sharing 
of knowledge” there is no possibility to structure things. 
 
 
Recommendations. 

 
The refusal of any measures aimed at restricting the free circulation of information are very much part of the 
lifeblood of both Wikimedia and of the “free world”. It is therefore difficult to change the shortcomings of such 
a system. However, we are nevertheless submitting a number of recommendations. 
 
• Introducing rules concerning the circulation of the Executive Board’s debates and decisions.  

 
The latter is a collegiate structure for which each board member is jointly liable. Although these decisions 
must naturally be notified to everyone, making public the details of the discussions and of any possible 
conflicts contributes nothing, and on the contrary simply generates stress and unease within the 
organisation. 
 
What is said during the board meeting must be confidential, unless its communication is expressly 
authorised. 
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• “Take the necessary time”. 

 
We have learned that our report will be widely circulated. We recommend that the board should take the 
time to read it, to reply to it, to analyse the recommendations, to choose those it decides to implement, 
the plan an agenda and to prepare replies to the criticisms and questions which our report may generate. 
 
In short, we recommend that the board takes the time needed to analyse it. 
 

• Draft an “ethical information charter” which each member must agree to comply with. 
 

• Limit the use of pseudonyms.  
 

While it is quite normal that these are used by contributors on discussion pages which are open to all, 
this is not the case when they are used in documents or webpages dealing with the organisational 
operation of the association, even if over time everyone gets to know who is behind which pseudonym. 
 
The minutes from the first meeting of the Conflict of interest resolution committee informed us that 
“Tmorlier, Sammyday, Hatonjan, NickK, Pamputt, Nattes-a-chat and Wikinade” took part… This list tells 
us little about the composition, experience and legitimacy of this group. Unless one is an “insider”. 
 
In the event that it proves impossible to stop members using pseudonyms in the committees, these 
should not then be “officialised” in the articles of association or the internal rules. 
 

• Learn not to respond to aggressive and inappropriate comments on public pages and above all on the 
social networks.   
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X. Conclusion. 
 
 
In this long report, we have sought to analyse all aspects of Wikimédia France’s governance as thoroughly 
as possible. 
 
Most of the recommendations made here are intended to correct the shortcomings frequently encountered 
in associations. These modifications and clarifications are relatively simple to implement but nevertheless 
make it necessary to rewrite the articles of association and the internal rules. 
 
They make it possible to clarify the roles of each person or body and to reintroduce that balance of power so 
vital to any organisation, even an association. 
 
The crisis experienced by Wikimédia France during 2017 arose naturally from a lack of clarity which, over 
time, resulted in different perceptions of the association’s role. 
 
It was made significantly worse by personal conflicts no doubt related to inappropriate individual behaviour 
but also to diverging views concerning the association’s mission, organisation and objectives. 
 
In addition to the corrections needing to be made to the way governance operates, we believe that the 
priority is to redefine a shared vision of Wikimédia France’s role. 
 
What is the association’s mission? Its reason to exist? What are its ambitions for the years to come? 
In what form should Wikimédia France support the community of users in order to develop “the free 
sharing of knowledge” in both quantitative and qualitative terms? 
 
An association is “a group of willing people united by a common purpose”.  
 
This common purpose needs to be rewritten and this is the most urgent issue facing the association. 
 
Associés en Gouvernance remains at Wikimédia France’s disposal to help it carry out this difficult but exciting 
task. 
 
 

 


